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Martin  00:03 

Good afternoon friend, 

 

Martin  00:05 

welcome 

 

Friends  00:10 

to be with you again this afternoon 

 

Martin  00:17 

and we likewise are pleased, we want to thank you for the helpful information you gave us 

yesterday about explorers 

 

Friends  00:28 

actually, yesterday they evolve over the emotional energy and how on earth have become 

trapped in the emotional body through and interlinked with the mental body through concepts 

of the mental body and through the energy 
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of the emotional body comm binding to engage your both energy we speak of the different 

energies within an energy system however, the in a speaking of this separation, we are saying 

that it is is the way that the energy is divided. And because you associate and have a witness 

and a verified a different types of manifestations, as you observe the entities expressing dif 

expressing different forms of energy to each other, has labeled the different types of it as being 

the mental emotional or on a physical level. So, it is the energy that is divided and and then we 

speak of the division that you have associated and then communicate are in interpret the 

reactions of others within these levels, we spoke to you of the end of evolve men of the 

energies having to do with the motion with also the we wish to elaborate on what was spoken 

of yesterday in the form of bringing to you and energy is so, that you my to be able to 

understand the width what we have spoken of in the projections and the other information and 

all So, with the concepts of building energy. Energy forms that which becomes and apo raid on 

the earth plane. A side from having an individual like conscious is but operate with in a field of 

energy, drawing from consciousnesses that are in energy fields for their survival and knowing 



the are on knowing the how this process takes place. How it is continues to in Fluence and 

then the separation between what you call a conscious niche and what you call a thought form. 

We will allow you to be who you who will Akin in their word and the drawing from their 

concepts and those of failable to help you under stand somewhat of what we have been 

speaking, there has been for many of the earth years 

 

Friends  06:11 

a prophecy that pro jacks and there has been much energy given to this, we wouldn't be 

saying that, as it is draws to the place of fulfillment, it will be so experienced, because the 

projection have So, a determine the prophecy that deals with the conflicts on the earth, the 

with the empty Christ. And this is something that we wish to handle very carefully, because of 

what we have broken up, we bring now one who will explain within the area of their four forms 

as manifested on the earth plane. 

 

Friends  07:57 

I speak to you as a thought manifested on the earth plane I speak not in the middle for there is 

a part of this energy that is now with the others the separation of the energy field and that 

through which I speak to you now, as when I work to the earth plane as you as you do now, as 

I walked in the earth plane and arion injury and to the physical world and became exposed to 

the energy of manifestation through the physical there was within the awareness that was 

manifesting, then the the the knowing the the spark, 

 

Friends  09:48 

and as this began to manifest itself there was much read objection to the concepts and to the 

thought forms that were in posed upon the energy field that was mine, then one could say that 

there was a rejection at this one is re evaluate teachings of their fathers, that one was read 

failure failures, that one accepted and nothing that was entered in to the projections there, we 

began to form within the energy field and a as the separation became greater as the BT 

systems were in a pose as the earth entity grew and there was much disharmony in within the 

energy field the disharmony lead the cause of the inner healing and need to search was drawn 

in to and the game in association with the thought forms of the energies that you call guidance 

as then, he got the energy field began to explain and show the understanding to the energy 

field then, there was a withdrawal from that which was around the entity physically and was 

taken to a place and was hard the the same that has been explained with the projections and 

with the things are the workings I will speak now, as I rather than this grabbing to you, I then 

chose to return to the physic I was in a physical environment fireman and was hot on a 

physical and in a con in the concepts the unders that those on Earth had at that time. I knew at 

that time that to enter again in to the environment. And that had brought much this chord to the 

my energy field would then put me in the pole position of projections. I then had the opportunity 



to spend the portion of the life of the physical body at that place where it was in tune and in 

harmony with 
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the vibrations of the higher form and also the harmony The within the physical and the 

emotional bodies, for they at that place on the physical plane were brought into harmony. 

However, there was within, within the energy field, the projections that had not released 

themselves from the earlier teaching. And there we entered in the emotional body a, an 

attachment through the projections of those on the physical plane that I was attached to, and 

they were attached to me, and there for so reached me on in this place, and the cause of the 

inability to completely understand and release the emotional bonds. And because of seeing, 

and misunderstanding, the teaching, that we're in protection, I chose to enter back in to this 

particular to the brain to those the words I'm the teaching that I had been made aware of. And 

knowing the the law of the projections, I then chose to enter back, to go back and to bring to 

those that I loved on the earth claim this knowledge with our understanding that until they 

themselves reached the point within their own being, and that they would seek as I had sought 

its knowledge, and then entered in believing that the projections would not occur, and would in 

some miraculous way, free those were in a bondage and was in much disarray. I went back 

down the road and age with me, the light of those, and the knowledge of what had been 

exposed to immediately there was still the projections that were residing within, within the 

energy field. And because of the the freedom that exists, that we have, they have spoken to 

you then, and the choice was quite alright. And then the mission began. And they're much in 

Florence because of the energies that flowed through the physical body, manifesting in me on 

the earth plane. And though there was much, much in the way of concepts that was given, out 

and expressed, and to not, not to be becoming attached, as I left no written words, there was 

no written words and as I left no building is we have 
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nothing in the physical sense with the projections that we're entering and passing through this 

energy. field, knowing that by the concentration of the this type of the focusing the 

consciousness would hold to to the material world. And however, as the flow of pure 

consciousness as it was enduring and been through projections to those who became my 

followers, the pure energy good and not, in fill a trade these followers v paws, the same desire 

and method, the was not there, there was indeed, in fluences, to those who were in the 

presence and who heard the words and felt the vibrations be then became distorted within he, 

that, that the came out of it, and, because of entering back and it because of the theory, x 

pressure and that were used, the term and the were in opposition to the thought forms that 

was in control of the emotional bodies of those on the earth plane, particular area, the 

expression then that was flowing through my physical energy body at that time, and they were 

in complete. They were a complete contradiction to those, those teachings. And there was no 



way to express the pure thought forms except by what appeared to be a contradiction. And the 

old way is the thought forms that were holding the oceans are the same thought forms that 

were imposed on my energy body, and we're still holding and having an effect on the 

wholeness of what was being expressed as the, the, as my life continued, then, and as the 

flow of consciousness, pure consciousness began to express itself it found contradictions, 

because of the misunderstandings, loads, who were my followers, big chunks that resided 

within their own energy field, and because of the emotions being tied in to, though the, the total 

pneus of their being, though they won spark within them wish to believe 
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and found the credibility in the teachings and the energy that was flowing through me. At that 

time, in the air was filled with doubt, the doubt was the projections and the energy forms. As 

then, with what as I tried then, to pass the, of the of your consciousness through the very act of 

approach actions by own That, and that is the concepts flowed as the energy became 

concepts and flows through and became Express Today we're in complete opposition and 

brought into play, the fear from those who were living and their whole being depended on the 

thought forms that was in their energy field. And then it became very, very, there was much 

disarray, the earth plane at this time, and because the very presence of this energy involved 

much fear, and as the, the, the processes that you call miracles began to occur, instead of 

bringing the joy and freedom that they should, or that they would have brought to be, be 

brought much fear. And it was much much fear, in the total pneus of, of this, and there was 

within the, the, there was within the, within the followers, there was much fear, and they 

became torn between, they became torn between that which they felt being expressed from 

my energy field, long within the eat in rebellion against the religions, against the society, and 

against their very being. And they became so afraid. And their fears then began to be 

projected back upon in my energy field. And because of the projections that still resided within 

my energy field, their fear and their anger, and their emotionalism and began to explore the 

energy field of myself and was either allow, I allow their, their, their fear and their much 

confusion to a country CLI in Volk, the processes of the energy field other than the pure 

consciousness that had flowed through this energy field. And that was withdrawn, as I released 

the EP your energy, released it, and then allowed the physical energies associated with the 

physical to become concretely approach actions of the energies that had been developed 

because of the interplay between the pure energy and the earth energies. They withdraw that 

part, that part of my consciousness, are with those rejoin the part of the EP is still on the earth 

thing. 
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That part of the being a speak to you now with is free of that part of consciousness. How can I 

speak to you? For the part now of me that resides on the physical plane of consciousness are 

those projections that remain remained within the earth and that lives physically and live 



naturally. For I say that there is a part of me that now is is and as the teaching Have the 

nightlife continue, then as this thought form is on within this plane, it is tied to the earth plane. 

For when the separation occurred, the the projections that were within the entities that had 

been my follows and those entities whose mind very teaching had opposed and caused 

conflicts, there arose then within my followers, a deep feeling of guilt, for the air awareness of 

what had to been being real in its reality, and then becoming unreal, and the reality of the 

physical world, they then put their energies to, you would say, consoling, consoling, in what 

then they thought that they had done very their energies then. And the awareness of the pure 

thoughts at work in the teachings became then mixed with their own feelings of guilt, with their 

own feelings of the projections of the religions of their time and of their brothers. And the 

distortions began, and they chose, rather than taking the pure consciousness, which I had 

allowed to flow in believing that it could become free to express itself in the way that it was 

expressed through my consciousness, through this, through this, this belief of mine, then they, 

they chose to associate that pure consciousness with the fist, the part of me, that was on the 

earthly plane, and they chose to keep that part alive through their own feelings of guilt. And so, 

they, rather than taking the teachings, they associated the man and they took those, those 

projections, and they built temples, and they built thought forms and the energies then 

increased as the the energies that they were producing, were in more agreement with those 

that could be accepted on the earth plane, and as it mixed with those thought forms, already 

on the earth plane, and they became more and more acceptable, and then through a process 

of analyzing and in bringing to all that had happened, there a bit there, 
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in bringing all that had happened, into some form, of believe ability, they then chose from the 

already existing thought forms of an of entities entering into the earth playing, they took and 

chose projections from these myths and from these thoughts and projected them on to my 

ether, and then taking away from my diary being that I was born a man as any other man, and 

only the difference in the finding, which is all around all the consciousness so and then they 

created a much a myth around Am I being at the end of believability became attached to other 

myths and thought forms. And then in order to adjust the fine Is he in of my being on the 

physical plane, they associated, the saving part, and all of the teachings that go with keeping 

me on the cross of all of the myths and all, that is totally untrue. And they keep me bound. And 

they keep that part from entering the part that now rests with those with whom you speak. And 

there, there will be, there will be those who will and Tao began to recognize and to free to free 

the thought forms of all who have allowed their energies to support this belief system, this 

structure, and who keeps my energies within the myth, the manger and the cross, and we'll be 

exposed as to it none of this is a true none of this is a true there were some sayings that would 

still be considered partially true with what the viewer consciousness was trying to express at 

that time. man says many things that I was supposed to have said because of the distortions. 

 



Friends  37:39 

And because of the MIS representation representations, how can you believe that I said, what 

so ever, amen. So after that, shall he reap, if you believe that, and if you look at what you say, 

is my life, for your concepts of my life is one who lived perfectly of one who did only what you 

say is good, who was up God, all of those things that you attribute to me. And then you would 

look at my death. If this were true, it would be a complete and total crime before if I came to 

show the way, then only through leaving the earth plane, in the glory, and in the pureness, 

could I have showed the way for in living my life if my life had been perfect, then my leading 

would have been perfect. And in this very slight concept, and in the workings of projections, 

any who believes those myths and the teachings attributed to me would automatically have to 

follow in the steps of degradation and of leaving the earth plane, in humility, and in total pain 

and chaos, as many of those who followed me on the earth plane did and they do not things 

that I tried to bring to him, for Do you understand? For if, if whatsoever run and so, if God shall 

he reap, for true, then my very life who would be a contradiction to aging and the whole 

process is in a discord and the whole process has become an energy field, that is, has so 

much power and there are very few on the earth plane, who would even accept the possibility 

that the teachings of what I was supposed to have done, were not who they do not have within 

their being the the energies to withstand the projections that would be placed upon them. And 

much so, when that starts, there must be an I have tried to tell you, so that there will not be a 

another process taken, and the energy that are the end contributed to the life of the being of 

Jesus Christ must cease. And as it ceases, then the energy will go within each individual, for 

then each individual will find and tap in to that pure form of consciousness, that your flow of 

energy that flows through my being on the earth plane, and shall not to be me, and the 

physical sense, but the very teachings are for one, to seek that themselves, and to place within 

nothing, but of their consciousness, except the pure energy forms. And we would say to you, 

that, though we do not wish it, there will be much this evil, there will be much disharmony 
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in the breaking away from this system, as you will see, that there will be others who will from 

the earth level, and asked you to free them of the thought forms, and the energies that are 

projected on to them, that key to the cycles regoing on to the earth a claim. And they will be 

called, they will be called, if they would speak in a public, they were to be called anti a Christ. 

And this we wish to avoid, we wish you to hand all the information in such a way that it will not 

agree at the same type of a conflict and the same type in this understanding. And in this way, 

when, when he or the changes occur, I know that there are many of those who are removed 

from the earth plane, and when the earth plane has a limited amount of physical inhabitants 

upon it, that will be the time and then for those to be very selective about the type of 

information and the type of histories and the type of teachings that they would allow them to 

the new energies that enter the earth plane. And it's all the under this, then the the entities will 

be able to have the understanding of the four they are a given information and histories that 



are supposedly to be true in that sense. And the difference would be in now you can hear 

different theories and different philosophies and the different ways of looking at things and you 

can differentiate between and even Jews are separate. And so the knowledge given to the 

young should be this knowledge should be the workings of the being and the abilities to 

differentiate that should be allowed to be for all of the informations that are fed into the 

energies as a true we must leave Now, we thank you and good day. 

 

Martin  45:06 

We thank you very much and good. 

 

Friends  45:45 

We hope you have taken in to account the various information that we gave to you in earlier 

sessions. And we'll incorporate it with this session. And we'll understand what we have tried to 

bring to you, and in the workings of the energies, and the workings of thought forms, and the 

workings of four forms that create energy systems, which become the lead systems, and which 

then operate on the earth plane. As ever ready energy, this energy is ever ready to manifest 

itself within the area of any consciousness, that would get attention. And as it gained the 

attention, then to completely, completely devour the energy field, and then gain complete 

complete control of the energy body. And as it gained complete control of the energy body, the 

energy system would then become stronger in its its ascent, and would become then this 

associated with that part, which could be expressed as pure, pure understanding and become 

identified with the thought form of energy and exist. And you can see that there are those who 

through your history remain alive. In the sense, we allowed this one to come through. There 

are those whose memory and whose history are associated in a much different way than with 

the one who we brought you. And they're lighted with much turmoil in their being and you see 

again, by using the example we used, and to then use a another example, would be in a 

sense, the same principle in evolved and that we said the energies are free to express 

themselves and of and of themselves, there are no good and bad, but as these energies 

expressed themselves and then they become separated as to good or bad, and the 

personification of one living on the earnings energy was used unexpressed and is now in the 

fourth forms of being that is in the same predicament as the one Who we are allowed to be 

expressed through this energy field. And so, you see, that as the separation and the release of 

the thought forms of your religious entities, along with the release of the entities that exist 

within the thought realm, that are not so pleasing to you that they exist in within their energy 

field, and they are ever 
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express themselves as they find within a consciousness the willingness to be expressed, and 

this you associate with, with your reincarnation are the other various forms, which we have 

tried to explain to you, that is through a re distribution, but the principle being, that as these 



thought forms remain in existence, within this area of reality, they seek to enter in to new 

energy bodies, that enter into the earth plane and, and find expression and continue to exist on 

this level, and you must understand, that the current continuing to exist is not on the same type 

of awareness or on the same level of consciousness that you intend something to exist within 

your physical body, and within your physical reality. Now, in that you intend or do not intend, 

you see, these thought forms are operative in this particular area, in the pendant of a 

consciousness having direction, they in they exist as energy and within that, that energy field, 

that is expressing the projections of consciousnesses that were allowed to give energies to 

them, you see, and that is the difference in that these thought forms are not that there, as you 

would say, is seeking are intending with that type of awareness, they lack the awareness, they 

are as you would say, discarded forms of energy discarded, after being created by the 

conscious mind. And they remain in that state, until they're then through the the retelling are 

the re of energies that we explained earlier, bringing them back in to play and they literally then 

find harmony, within the various types of expression of what you call are entities, expressing 

themselves as you are right now. And as you are right now, you see are very much influenced 

by these thought forms, that are there ever ready to find expression and as one then 

understands this and gains within their, this awareness and builds then that, that spark, that 

that what we speak up games, then the energies that are constantly there for creation, then 

one it creates, as it were, then their own awareness and as the energies is projected to their 

own awareness and is not projected to the thought forms of various degrees, then they the 

consciousness, as it were, grows, and there is less and less energies given to the existence of 

all of the concepts. That man has a claim for all of the concepts, and all of the stories and all of 

the various forms of reality that man holds within his mind then are being expressed and they 

find expression through the retelling and through the re experiencing of individuals. 


